Prep and Home Learning
INSPIRE EXCELLENCE

Renowned researcher John Hattie has reviewed the results
of many international research projects. Hattie was seeking
to identify factors which had a positive impact on children’s
learning. He found:
Homework has no significant positive impact at all.
Indeed, there is a growing body of evidence to suggest
quite the opposite.

Questions Raised:

Anywhere, anytime learning at ARK Conway
At ARK Conway Primary Academy we aim to INSPIRE EXCELLENCE. We set
challenging targets for our pupils and support them in achieving their goals.
We ensure that our practice and the provision we offer is based on the latest
educational research and we are learning from the experience and outstanding
achievement of other ARK schools within the network.
One of the ways we will achieve higher attainment for pupils is by offering our

Should teachers give homework to students?
If so, how much and what type
of homework should be
assigned?
How much time should
students spend on homework?

pupils access to learning ‘anywhere and anytime’.
To achieve this we have reviewed the way in which the traditional Homework
model can be improved so that parents, pupils and staff can work effectively
making best use of time to raise attainment.
This brochure outlines our commitment to Prep and Home learning and how
children can access their curriculum anywhere, anytime.

What role should parents play
in their child’s homework?

Homework Vs Prep and Home Learning
What we expect at ARK Conway Primary Academy and WHY
Should teachers give homework to students? If

These are incorporated into our approach

so, how much and what type of homework

ensuring that our pupils develop an

should be assigned? How much time should

independent approach to learning, whilst

students spend on homework? What roles

also consolidating key facts, and practising

should parents play in their child’s homework?

skills.

Quite a bit of research has been done over
t h e decades on homework an d th e
evidence is fairly clear in terms of the type
of home learning that has a positive impact
on pupil learning and the type of work set
that does not.
We are well aware of the important role
parents play in supporting their child’s

_________________________
One of the key indicators of
a pupils success at Primary
school is the level to which
parents and carers engage in
what their child is learning.
______________________________________________________________________

How can parents support Prep and
Home Learning?

learning. One of the key indicators of a
pupils’ success at primary school is the

Parents have an important role to play in

level to which parents and carers engage in

su p p ort in g th is ap p ro a c h to H ome

what their child is learning.

Learning. Simply sending your child to their

How Much Prep or Home
Learning should my child be
doing?
The amount of time that your child
spends completing Prep and Home
Learning will vary, however as rough
guidance:
KS1 - Years 1 and 2: Between 10 and
20 minutes per evening
KS2 Years 3 to 6: From 30 minutes to
an hour per evening

What will it involve?
1)

At the start of every half term you
will receive ‘Prep and Home
Learning guidance.’ This will be a
series of ideas, web-links,
suggested trips and/or visits
relating to the topic and area of
learning that pupils will be
studying throughout the half term.

2)

Reading: It is important that
children read everyday at a level
they are confident and
comfortable with.

3)

Times-tables: Children need to
have quick mental recall of
number facts; we expect pupils to
know all of their tables up to
12 x 12 by the age of 8.

4)

Spelling: At the start of each term
a list of spellings will be published
for each class; the expectation is
that children not only learn to
spell these words but also
understand their meaning and can
use them in sentences.

5)

eLearning: Learning anywhere and
anytime

room with a pencil and their homework
Traditional models of homework, when a
child is set a series of questions to work
through, have little to no impact upon
learning and in some cases have a negative

book does not work. For our pupils to
achieve success we need parents to take
an interest in what their children are

impact. Children can see the exercises as

learning. Here are tips from the

pointless and lose enthusiasm in learning

Department for Education as to how

which can be incredibly damaging.

parents can best support their children;

What works?

1: Make Time: your child will benefit

When homework works best, pupils are

from you taking an interest in what they

allowed opportunities to ‘prepare’ for a

are doing.

topic or area of learning (Prep) and/or read

2: Experiences: Try and link life and

around it, following their own lines of

leisure experience to your child’s school

enquiry or interests. This type of Home
Learning encourages pupils to develop
independence and a love of knowledge.
They find things out for themselves and

work e.g. visits to the park, museum or
days out.
3: Talk: Make time to ask your child about

therefore have a far greater ownership

what they are studying and what they have

over what they have learnt.

learned. Another great way to show you
are interested is to attend school activities

Some aspects of learning simply need
practise, such as reading and recalling facts.

such as parents’ evenings and sport events.

All pupils at ARK Conway
Primary Academy will have
an individual login and access
to the following;

E-Learning: Anywhere, anytime
e-Learning is the use of technology to

Investing in 21st Century

enable people to learn anytime and

eLearning:

anywhere .
To enhance learning and ensure that our
It is using new technology to provide exciting,

pupils have access to a wide range of online

flexible, more effective learning experiences

content whilst at school we have invested in;

that relate to the real lives of students today.



Students will receive instant feedback on their

school

learning and can complete work set at their
own individual levels. They can work towards



certificates and awards, compete against other
students internationally and complete home
learning assignments set by their teachers.

Laptops and mobile devices for use
throughout the school



Individual accounts for Education City,
IXL Mathematics and Mathletics for all

We have bought individual access to three of

pupils

the most renowned and engaging programs
for all pupils. Each of these will not just

WiFi internet access throughout the



A brand new website including Fronter;

provide instant feedback for pupils but will

our school

also generate reports for teachers, highlighting

Environment (VLE)

Virtual Learning

strengths and areas for improvement.

Access for all: How can my child
access learning anywhere, anytime if we don’t have access to
the internet?
We are committed to ensuring that all
children can access eLearning. To ensure this
can happen, any pupils who do not have access
to the internet outside of school will be given
the opportunity to attend additional eLearning
clubs provided by the school. These will be

eSafety:
Keeping safe whilst working online
All pupils will receive guidance on how to stay safe online,. However, it is the role of parents
to ensure that their children are safe whilst using the internet at home. Here are some key
points to think about when your child is working online.
1)

Where do they keep their username and password? Is it secure?

2)

Where and when do your children go online and are you aware of the programs they
use?

3)

What parental filters do you have on your home internet to prevent access to
inappropriate material?

4)

How are you tracking the amount of time your child is spending online?

5)

Does your child have a mobile phone or tablet? Does this have internet access?

supervised by teachers and teaching assistants
and offer all pupils an opportunity to engage
with the online content.

Find out more:
Our approach to Prep and Home
Learning is based upon the most
recent educational research. You
can find out more from any of the
sources below:



Visible Learning: Prof. John
Hattie



Toolkit of Strategies to improve
Learning: Sutton Trust



Department for Education:
www.education.gov.uk



The Facts on Education: How
useful is homework?
www.cea-ace.ca

What Next
Making Contact
It is important to have good relationships with your child’s teachers.
The best way to build a relationship is to start by making contact with them and
introducing yourself.
Having a friendly relationship can benefit your child at home and at school.
Parents/carers can help identify certain behaviour that is happening at home but
not at school and vice versa. They can also help teachers identify children’s
.strengths, weaknesses and personality, which can help the teacher deliver their
teaching to best suit the child's needs.

www.arkconwayprimary.org
Follow us on Twitter: @arkconway
Download the ARK Conway APP

ARK Conway Primary Academy
60 Hemlock Road
Hammersmith
London W12 0QT

